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EASIEST WAY TO LEARN AND PLAY BANJO!
Listen article.
Banjo chords Lite is a gratis app for Banjo. This app helps you to learn 8nger positions on the
banjo 8ngerboard. All of the most important major chords are there to help you in this free
edition available! (THE full version of 120 Banjo Chords (http://neonway.org/120banjochords/)
provides you with both major and minor chords). If you search for beginners’ banjo-app or your
own Banjo Music composer, Here are your right app!
Are you right-handed or left-handed? Our clear user interface with Retina support lets you choose
which hand to use in playing banjo ace. The volume is also adjustable. If you want to strain out a
major chord, select its tone and it will appear on your screen as a banjo chord chart, banjo tabs and
as a colored picture with Finger positions on a banjo Pngerboard. Now click on “Play” and hear the
chord! You can also use the app to create your own chord progressions for Banjo Music. You can
then save this chord progressions, delete and reload. Or, you can use the chord sequences with the
help of drag and Drop in your documents
The sequence of the chords in your Banjo chords can be changed anytime and full chord
progressions can be transposed if you want to customize your voice.

Have fun with Banjo chords Lite! Download the app right away! Take a look at our tutorial video on
YouTube! We explained step by step how the different settings of the app work

120 Banjo Chords learn the banjo chord charts …
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